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Vinpower Digital Introduces the Industry's First Standalone
Networkable Duplication Tower
Posted Mar 23, 2009

Vinpower Digital announced today the availability of their latest innovation; the network connectable standalone
duplicator series branded as SharkNet. This series allows a user to create image files or LightScribe print files on their PC
and transfer them across an internal network via LAN/Ethernet connection onto the SharkNet Duplicator in order to
duplicate image files and/or print LightScribe (LS) label files directly onto CD, DVD, and/or Blu-ray media at their
convenience*.
The SharkNet provides both convenience and security within any size office environment in an easy to use and operate
standalone tower duplicator. With the network connectivity, the SharkNet does not require the person loading the file(s)
be near or even in the same room as the duplicator. This allows a company to keep any quantity of manual tower
duplicators in a safe optimal environment where users can transfer files directly onto the duplicator as apposed to the
longer and more time consuming process of generating a master disc then loading it into the duplicator manually.
The disc duplicator is fast becoming a standard office accessory similar to a paper printer and the networkable capability
is essential for this transition.
"The SharkNet series of standalone duplicators are perfect for all office environments," declares Calvin Chang, C.E.O
Vinpower Digital. "The disc duplicator is fast becoming a standard office accessory similar to a paper printer and the
networkable capability is essential for this transition."
Plus by being able to sequester the SharkNet duplicator into a secure environment, where only authorized personnel can
access it, provides a security feature preventing general employees from being able to make copies of unauthorized
sensitive or confidential files. Creating an atmosphere where employees must submit their files via the SharkNet so that
a gatekeeper of sorts can determine whether that file or label is authorized to make reproductions of is a safety net
against unlawful or unethical activities with a company's proprietary information or imagery.
Vinpower Digital's line of standalone network capable duplication towers are available in multiple drive configurations,
from one up to an astounding 15 writer drives in a single duplicator. In addition, the SharkNet series duplicators offer
large capacity internal hard drives for optimal data storage capability. Vinpower Digital's line of duplicators enable users
to make exact digital copies of their original Blu-ray, DVD, and/or CD content. The SharkNet series also includes a USB
interface. This allows the unit to be connected to a single PC without a network interface, allowing the user to transfer
their original master content directly from a computer for use in the duplicator.
(Note that the ability to print LightScribe files or duplicate content on to Blu-ray discs depends on the model purchased.
It must have Blu-ray Disc and/or LightScribe capable drives installed using Blu-ray Disc or LightScribe capable media.)
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